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ABSTRACT

Amid the restrictions on travelling and gathering imposed during the COVID-
19 pandemic, exhibitions with international collaborations in Hong Kong 
experimented with curating across borders and time. This article examines 
recent curatorial practices in Hong Kong’s art institutions, particularly relat-
ing to site-specific installations and performances that had to cope with the 
artist’s physical absence and institutional restrictions. Two site-specific art 
 commissions – Shirley Tse’s Negotiated Differences (2020), installed at the M+ 
Pavilion, and Eisa Jocson’s Zoo (2020), performed at Tai Kwun Contemporary – 
serve as cases in point illustrating how curatorial practices enabled remote 
collaboration and display reconfiguration to address authorial absence and insti-
tutional interventions during the installation and exhibition phases due to the 
pandemic. The former case study decentralized the authorial control of artis-
tic criticality from the artist to a collective curation and installation process, 
while the latter evolved in accordance with protean institutional and social 
contexts by actively changing the display during the exhibition. Despite the 
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pandemic-imposed separation and restrictions, these two case studies shed light 
on how curators collaborated with artists and participants across distance and 
time, actively and flexibly forging responsive and relevant connections between 
site-specific artworks and the immediate present. Their curatorial practices – 
as artistic mediation – complicated the conceptual framework of artworks and 
exhibitions through co-curation and co-production with artists, thus lending a 
collaborative dimension to the model of exhibition-making and the role of the 
curator as the ‘curator-as-artist’.

Embroiled in a global outbreak of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), 
2020 marked a turning point in the art world with extensive changes 
that have reshaped its approaches to communication and knowledge 
production. Art exhibitions and events worldwide faced immense chal-
lenges during the pandemic, with some forced into suspension or even 
cancelled. While many art institutions shelved their projects, others rode 
on the pandemic currents and staged new exhibitions. Curating exhibi-
tions amid the pandemic, however, warranted careful attention to the vari-
ous exigencies of travel arrangements for art professionals and limitations 
on the exhibition display, which could have critically impeded the progress 
of the installation. Many of the restrictions stirred curators into seeking 
innovative and unconventional solutions to installing and displaying art. 
Art exhibitions with international collaborations in Hong Kong under-
went experiments of curating remote collaborations across borders and 
time differences and working with and against the institutional restrictions 
imposed by the pandemic. This article examines recent curatorial practices 
for Hong Kong art exhibitions during the pandemic, focusing particularly 
on site-specific installations and performances through the examples of 
Shirley Tse’s Negotiated Differences (2020), installed at the M+ Pavilion, and 
Eisa Jocson’s Zoo (2020), performed at Tai Kwun Contemporary. Both are 
newly commissioned artworks that were developed, curated and installed 
during the COVID-19 outbreaks and that reacted to the pandemic contin-
gencies in both local and global contexts.

The curation and installation processes of these two artworks serve as 
case studies illustrating how curatorial approaches addressed the pandemic 
conditions by overcoming authorial absence and institutional interven-
tions during the installation and exhibition phases. The curatorial practices 
enabled remote collaboration and display reconfiguration, facilitating and 
amplifying the critical narratives of the artworks. These case studies under-
line the importance of curatorial practice as a form of artistic mediation that 
contributes to the knowledge production of an art exhibition in relation to 
and alongside the evolving contexts. Curatorial practices are traditionally 
recognized as ‘tacit knowledge’ structured by ‘conventions’ and ‘internalized 
dialogues’ that do not retain a proper documentary and explanatory model 
of their roles in facilitating ‘how culture enters into action’ (Acord 2010: 
448). This article, therefore, aims at opening up a perspective to interpret 
art through a durational lens of its production and curation by documenting 
and reviewing the ‘internalized dialogues’ about exhibition-making in the 
pandemic, during which curatorial practices constituted a significant force. 
Through original interviews with curators and materials from the curation 
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and installation processes of the two art commissions, the following discus-
sion stresses how curatorial practice, as active artistic mediation, facilitated 
the formation of timely and contextual site-specific connections in artworks 
during the pandemic. In a broader scope, these two case studies demon-
strate a co-working and co-dependent interrelationship between curators 
and artists, introducing a co-productive approach to exhibition-making and 
reinvesting the contentious curatorial role of the ‘curator-as-artist’ with a 
collaborative dimension.

CASE I: CURATING BETWEEN THE PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL

On display between 1 July and 1 November 2020, Negotiated Differences (2020) 
is a site-specific installation with the exhibition Shirley Tse: Stakes and Holders 
at the M+ Pavilion. This mid-pandemic installation was remotely executed via 
virtual collaboration between the artist Shirley Tse (based in Los Angeles), 
curator Christina Li (Amsterdam) and assistant curator Olivia Chow and the 
M+ team (Hong Kong). Negotiated Differences was first commissioned for the 
Hong Kong Pavilion at the 58th Venice Biennale, assembled at a former factory 
site in Venice in 2019, and then toured to Hong Kong a year later for a new 
iteration. However, adverse circumstances arose in 2020 with the disarray of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Negotiated Differences was initially planned to be 
installed on-site with the artist and curator in Hong Kong, but Los Angeles 
was caught in a city-wide lockdown in June. The museum decided not to 
risk bringing the artist and curator to Hong Kong and moved the installation 
process online. With three weeks left until the opening, the curatorial team 
plunged into a radical plan to curate and install a site-specific artwork via 
remote collaboration between participants online (with the artist and  curator) 
and on-site (the assistant curator and M+ team) to carry out the curation 
and installation.

The earth-toned installation was assembled on-site in the M+ Pavilion 
from a body of more than 800 components of various wood, plastic and 
metal materials in the shape of spindles, connectors and sculptural pieces, 
all configured as site-specific responses to the architectural interior. It 
appeared as a massive rhizome, occupying half of the exhibition hall with 
its sprawling stems and roots. These roots extended within the architec-
tural space as though a living creature building its den – some fanned out 
on the floor, some twined around pillars and some meandering across 
conduits on the ceiling – covering the exhibition hall with mottled patches 
of bistre brown, rusty red and ivory yellow. Multiple clusters were rhyth-
mically juxtaposed and organically shaped as representations between the 
concrete and abstract. While some structures and components had visual 
and cultural familiarity, such as a dining table, chopsticks, gondola oars 
and miniatures resembling Constantin Brâncuși’s Endless Column (1918), 
some wired up as an intricate and illusionary mass of lines, visually and 
kinetically guiding the audience around the space as visual signpost-
ing. Despite the unique composition and narrative of each cluster, they 
connected and equipoised as a united piece. The overall composition of 
the installation and its site-specific structures were carefully arranged 
and negotiated during the remote collaboration between the online and 
on-site participants.
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Curating via remote collaboration

Each edition of Negotiated Differences evinces a unique configuration reflec-
tive of the circumstances of its installation as collaborated and negotiated by 
the participants. The artwork proposes a vision for recognizing and appre-
hending heterogeneous compositions and, more broadly, perceptions. The 
curator stressed in the curatorial statement, ‘negotiation, improvisation, and 
agency are key to Tse’s approach to visualising heterogeneity’ (Li 2020: 25). 
The artwork is founded on the collective agency of participants in negoti-
ating their ideas of sculptural structures and materials in space. The cura-
tion and installation processes thus test their creative artistry in improvising 
structural compositions and group synergy across heterogeneous viewpoints 
and conditions. Improvisation, especially in material-based art, foregrounds 
an understanding of artistic concepts and skills in manipulating the materi-
als. Although spontaneity and freestyle arrangements are at the centre of 
improvisation, improvisatory practices require skills, training and planning 
(Bresnahan 2015: 574). Tracing improvisatory practices in material-based art, 
Bresnahan observed that the process of improvised creation involves revi-
sions and engagement with artistic and formal elements (2015: 575). As 
the installation is an art form dealing with ‘the space and an ensemble of 
materials within it as an entirety’, an understanding of the materiality and 
spatiality are necessary to the production (Bishop 2005: 6). With the added 

Figure 1: Shirley Tse, Negotiated Differences (2020) at M+ Pavilion. Installation composed of carved 
wood, 3D-printed filaments in wood, metal and plastic. Dimensions variable. Courtesy of M+ and the artist. 
Commissioned by M+, 2020. Photograph: Ringo Cheung.
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condition of remote collaboration for Negotiated Differences, the curation and 
installation process became unpredictable and dependent on robust commu-
nication and the translation of spatial and material information between the 
online and on-site teams.

[The remote installation] is challenging as we have 800 components 
with countless possibilities. I cannot simply make the configuration 
decision on my own, nor even keep the knowledge of the artwork to 
myself. That’s why we need a hive mind, a hive to work together.

(Chow 2020: n.pag.)

The compositions of Negotiated Differences are predicated on participants’ 
improvisatory inputs and negotiations between their conceptual and materi-
als knowledge during the remote installation process. Without the artist’s and 
curator’s facilitation and mediation on-site, it became crucial that all partici-
pants had knowledge about the materials, sculptural form, weight and balance 
for the remote negotiation of the installation’s compositions. The curators 
immediately established a taskforce workgroup as a collective curatorial experi-
ment to facilitate their remote and improvisatory collaboration. Adopting 
collaboration and co-production as the curatorial model relies on ‘the social 
processes of communication based on a shared language’ (O’Neill [2009] 
2010: 42). Similarly, since the taskforce – which consisted of the artist, curator 
and members of the M+ curatorial department and installation team – had 
disparate professional backgrounds and varied understandings of the artwork, 
the assistant curator valued building ‘a mutual understanding of the artwork, 
skills and a common language of the materials’ for the co-production (Chow 
2020: n.pag.). Several stages took place to form a shared understanding and 
commence the remote collaboration, including:

1. Tutorials conducted by the curator and artist presenting general knowl-
edge about the artwork, including its artistic concepts, material character-
istics, basic installation requirements and principles.

2. Training and trials on handling and balancing the assorted components 
on-site to familiarize participants with the materials and the exhibition 
space.

3. Installation co-production on-site with spontaneous negotiations between 
the ground and online teams.

The curators aimed to experiment with the collaborative vision of Negotiated 
Differences through a co-productive taskforce, thereby moving away from the 
single-author model that designates the curatorial and artistic purviews. The 
co-productive taskforce eliminated the anxiety of authorial absence due to the 
pandemic and adopted a collective curatorial practice that ‘pool[s]  knowledge, 
resources, networks and opinions’ in a group (O’Neill 2012: 78). As a result, 
the taskforce members were given the agency to participate in the curatorial 
and installing negotiations as part of a ‘hive mind’ or think tank, rather than 
confining themselves within their occupational roles.

As paramount as a ‘shared language’ is to co-production, a ‘shared 
perception’ has equal curatorial priority as the remote environment raises 
disparities that interrupt group communication through time differences 
and digital mediation. A series of flexible curatorial coordination tasks were 
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carried out to tackle the communication disparities of remote collaboration. 
During the three-week installation period, the telework schedule was coor-
dinated across time zones. As the artist, curator and M+ team were across 
three time zones (Los Angeles, Amsterdam and Hong Kong), the schedule 
had to cycle around the clock similar to a relay. The remote curation required 
participants to check in with the physical and virtual sites at different times 
and to follow up on tasks and pass on information. The curator and artist 
had to adapt to Hong Kong’s installation schedule from 10.00 a.m.–6.00 
p.m. HKT, i.e. late evening and early morning for Tse and Li. In addition, all 
participants had to convene each day to engage in collaborative exchanges. 
Only the narrow window from 1.30 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. HKT was feasible for 
the entire taskforce to meet across three time zones. After this two-hour 
window, Tse would leave the chatroom at midnight in Los Angeles, followed 
by the M+ team when the museum closed in the evening in Hong Kong. 
Li  would then spend her afternoon analysing the installation via photo-
graphs and live cameras until Tse returned in the early morning in Los 
Angeles (between 6.00 and 7.00 a.m. PT). When the museum in Hong Kong 
opened, the relay continued with the discussion of curatorial modifications 
overnight alongside the on-site installation. The full taskforce collaboration 
would resume in their afternoon plenum.

Figure 2: Shirley Tse’s digital feedback to the M+ taskforce during the curation and installation of 
Negotiated Differences, 2020. Courtesy of Shirley Tse.
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The process of curating and installing across time zones was time-
consuming and stretched across many hours in the relay. Accurate commu-
nication between participants was critical to the installation’s development. 
Visual records of the installation thus became a vital medium for measuring 
progress and transferring information between members as they signed in 
and out of the live chat room. As the curator explained, ‘[w] hen the Hong 
Kong team end[ed] the day, the curatorial team on the ground – who was 
extremely crucial for the remote installation as they [were] our eyes on site – 
made extensive photo and video documentation which we would study’ 
(Li 2021: n.pag.). The Hong Kong team kept track of progress by documenting 
the installation with photos and videos from multiple angles taken both at a 
distance and close-up so that online participants could follow along. While 
the museum was closed, the curator and artist took the documentation as a 
visual simulation of the space. They made annotations and remarks on the 
photographs for curatorial and installation adjustments to be followed up by 
the M+ team. The visual documents became an effective means for remote 
collaboration to accurately exchange curatorial ideas and make adjustments 
while the ground team was offline.

In addition to the ‘offline’ curating, live communication is crucial to remote 
collaboration as it offers an opportunity for instant exchanges and progress 
updates. The technological convenience, however, often accompanies digital 
mediation that omits the spatial and structural properties on flat screens. In 
curating and installing Negotiated Differences, the curatorial team adopted both 
macroscopic and microscopic visions to remedy the loss of spatial information. 
Four live wide-angle webcams on tripods were placed in the space to visualize 
the environment. Their individual views were combined into a multi-screen 
interface overlooking the whole landscape of the artwork and the exhibition 
hall in a macroscopic vision. The macroscopic view permitted the curator and 
artist to approximate the position, juxtaposition and orientation of the sculp-
tural clusters. Even with the digital approximation of the overall composi-
tion, curating an installation, particularly a site-specific installation, requires 
complex spatial information more than simply a two-dimensional vista view. 
Li noted, ‘[t] he difficulties we encountered [were] mostly around trying to get 
an accurate sense of the space through all kinds of available technology and 
devices that not only mediate but also distort the space’ (2021: n.pag.). The 
translation of the installation through wide-angle cameras was incomplete 
and insufficient for indicating the volumetric nuances of breadth and depth. 
The intricate layers of the sculptural landscape and the interlocking relation-
ship of the structures were flattened and displaced as outlines. In addition to 
the wide-angle cameras, the curatorial team employed portable devices for a 
close-up view of Negotiated Differences’ dense, interlocking clusters: ‘We held 
a device and walked to the object, explaining to the curator and artist online 
where my position was and how far I was from the objects’ (Chow 2020: 
n.pag.). The microscopic vision enabled by handheld devices approximated 
all-round visibility at a close distance to a particular portion of the installation, 
facilitating a meticulous curation over the dense structures. In other words, 
the digital views of the mobile devices allowed the online team to approxi-
mate and curate spectatorial engagement when the cameramen perambulate 
around different clusters. The collective curatorial practice, thus, extends the 
sharedness in taskforce collaboration from language to perception, providing 
a co-productive environment that fosters group synergy for improvisation and 
negotiation.
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Remote improvisation and negotiation in practice

The practice of improvisatory collaboration is built into the conceptual frame-
work of Negotiated Differences, capable of activating site-specific responses 
from taskforce members during their negotiation of heterogeneous perspec-
tives. Utilizing the remote collaborative environment, the taskforce participants 
had to integrate physical, virtual and dialogical information and materialize 
it into site-specific manifestations through their sculptural language. One 
cubical cluster in a corner stood out from the criss-crossing field of lines in 
Negotiated Differences with its illusionary nature dextrously negotiated by task-
force members. The cluster consisted of a cubical form mired in intersecting 
spindles within and around the whole structure, creating a visual illusion of a 
floating cube that defied gravity and sprang from the mass of lines. The intri-
cating spindles crossed each other and weaved a linear net of camouflage veil-
ing the cubical core. Visible only at specific angles, the tilted cube interacted 
with audiences kinetically, with its image morphing between the visible and 
indistinct and the concrete and abstract as visitors moved. For the remote 
collaboration to achieve a site-responsive illusion, this cube cluster demanded 
complex handling and back-and-forth improvisations and negotiations in 
the taskforce.

Figure 3: Webcam views of the installation process of the Stakes and Holders exhibition, 2020. Courtesy of 
Shirley Tse.
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The plan to build a cube cluster was resulted from spontaneous inter-
actions between the members of the taskforce. In one online tutorial about 
improvisation methods, Tse encouraged participants to ideate adventur-
ous forms and ended with the joke that a cube might be boring. Yet Tse then 
reconsidered her thoughts and clarified that ‘a cube doesn’t necessarily have 
to be boring; it depends on the context it’s juxtaposed [with]’ (2021: n.pag.). 
The incident was picked up amongst the taskforce and conceded to be an 
improvisatory proposal experimenting with the cubical form. Not long after 
the conversation, Tse came up with a ‘possibility drawing’ mapping out struc-
tural possibilities that ‘seek to inspire’ (Tse 2021: n.pag.). Without Tse’s physi-
cal presence on-site, the drawing was a crucial expression of her improvisatory 
engagement and an approach, as noted by Li, that Tse developed over the 
installation period to communicate her ideas effectively (2021: n.pag.). Unlike 
an installation manual with instructions, the drawing captured her ideas as a 
conceptual framework, which, in the form of an open structure, welcomes the 
creative modification of the materials, colours and shapes of the components. 
Tse intentionally left room for imagination to permit improvisatory creativity 
and collaborative negotiation according to the spatial and material conditions 
on-site.

With the ‘possibility drawing’, the entire taskforce initiated their negotia-
tion with the structure and space, discussing the spread of the installation area 

Figure 4: The cube cluster (centre) enacts a site-specific illusion with a cubical structure hidden in 
lines of spindles. Courtesy of M+ and the artist. Commissioned by M+, 2020. Photograph: Ringo 
Cheung.
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and its narrative in relation to other sculptures. Trial and error were used to 
assemble the cube structure. Improvisation and negotiation of the structural 
and formal alterations were subject to the physical conditions of the space, 
the materialistic characteristics of the components and the formal quality 
of the composition. Twelve spindles and eight connectors of varied materi-
als, colours and weights were first chosen for the cubical structure based 
on participants’ preferences and experience. Four participants then worked 
on structural balance, heaving the structure up and orienting the cube at a 
certain angle. They collaborated to explore, test and arrive at a suitable orien-
tation and balance of objects. After a series of structural readjustments and 

Figure 5: Shirley Tse’s ‘possibility drawing’ of the cube cluster explaining her 
improvisatory vision to the M+ taskforce during the installation of Negotiated 
Differences, 2020. Courtesy of Shirley Tse.
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reinforcements, the cubical structure was erected in a modified and fortified 
configuration with more support spindles inserted, and the cubical vertices 
switched into multiple-joint connectors. While the structure was reshaped 
according to the physical circumstances, the negotiation was based on the 
cluster’s formal design for visual dynamism. The elongated black spindle 
penetrating the centre was replaced with a thin cue stick slid through the side 
of the cube, which evoked a dynamic structure with an aesthetic alleviation as 
though an array of light sprouting from the chaotic rhythm at the base. The 
arched structure behind the cube was replaced with a taller bow-shaped stand 
drafted by the M+ team on-site to elevate the cube cluster, with visual terraces 
directing the gaze away from the intricate mass beneath. After changes nego-
tiated remotely, the cube cluster featured structural and formal modifications 
that evoked phenomenological illusions specific to the exhibition site.

The cube cluster encapsulates how Negotiated Differences was remotely 
co-curated and installed through a cumulative process of improvisatory collab-
oration in which the taskforce mobilized collective agency to manage the artist’s 
physical absence due to the pandemic. ‘Improvisation is inbuilt into the instal-
lation of Negotiated Differences regardless of the pandemic […] I had already 
relinquished my “authorship” from the get-go’ (Tse 2021: n.pag.). Despite the 
pandemic contingency, the installation’s lack of an overriding authorial control, 
as Tse commented, was captured conceptually in the artwork and dispersed 
through spontaneous and collaborative interactions between participants. The 

Figure 6: Configurating the cube cluster of Negotiated Differences, 2020. Courtesy of M+.
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formation of the taskforce, as a collective curatorial approach, played a crucial 
role in facilitating the organic dispersion of authorial control in a group, espe-
cially without the artist’s and curator’s mediation on-site. Collective curato-
rial practice is capable of ‘push[ing] the dynamics of democratic and dialogical 
processes’ through communication exchanges (Schlieben [2009] 2010: 17–18). 
The taskforce formation for Negotiated Differences aided the remote group 
communication and co-production, which put the decentralization of author-
ship into praxis, actively democratizing the control of artistic criticality via the 
collective agency. This remote, co-learning and co-developing model of collec-
tive curating is suitable for compensating the contingency of physical separa-
tion in pandemic contexts.

Drawing on brief dialogical exchanges with the online team, the taskforce 
interactions hinged the artwork discursively and addressed the pandemic-
induced authorial absence through co-production. Miwon Kwon described the 
discursive site as ‘a field of knowledge and intellectual exchanges or cultural 
debates’ (2002: 26). The taskforce, as a co-productive platform, enabled partici-
pants to activate their collective agency in their improvisatory negotiations 
of ideas, views, concepts and proposals of the site-specific ‘installation-to-
be’. The intricate installation work thus became the concrete materialization 
of the dialogic and discursive exchanges between participants. The installa-
tion spawns a durational perspective of how participants previously exercised 
their agency to improvise, discuss, measure, assemble and balance the materi-
als when visitors phenomenologically interacted with the clusters. The collec-
tive curatorial approaches that coordinated communication and co-production 
worked hand in hand with the art concepts, evoking the agency amongst task-
force participants – both virtual and physical – through remote and improvi-
satory collaboration. This approach expanded the site-specific engagement to 
engender a discursive field for debate over heterogeneous perceptions of phys-
icality, materiality and spatiality. The collective curation and co-production thus 
link the artwork with the site-specificity diversified in the discursive form and 
further manifested in the phenomenological, addressing the pandemic contin-
gencies of authorial physical absence through a collective agency.

CASE II: CURATING IN CONTINGENT CONTEXTS

My Body Holds Its Shape at Tai Kwun Contemporary in Hong Kong was another 
mid-pandemic exhibition caught up in the exigencies of the pandemic, both 
locally and globally, to which curatorial improvisation was employed as an 
active response. Open from 25 May to 27 September 2020, the exhibition was 
temporarily closed in July amid a sudden surge of coronavirus infections in 
the city. After reopening in September, institutional measures impacted the 
performance piece Zoo (2020) following more stringent social contact restric-
tions imposed by the Hong Kong government. In the face of the pandemic 
restrictions and institutional interventions, the curatorial practices in this 
 exhibition  – particularly in Zoo – demonstrated flexibility and creativity in 
working with different contingency measures while also maintaining the 
criticality of the artwork with site-specific connections (re-)hinged on the 
constantly changing pandemic conditions.

Zoo is a durational and site-specific performance piece choreographed 
by artist Eisa Jocson and curated by Xue Tan. It was displayed in a hybrid 
format with a physical performance on-site and a virtual performance online. 
Staged in the F Hall of Tai Kwun Contemporary, a pristine white-cube gallery 
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converted from the former Victoria Prison, the performance greeted audiences 
with a pair of black-clad dancers roaming, prancing, croaking and howling 
around the exhibition space. Acting at times like a gorilla and panther or the 
Lion King and the Little Mermaid, they imitated the gestures of animals and 
Disney characters and took the gallery as an open stage. The choreography 
transformed between zoomorphic and entertaining spectacles around the visi-
tors in repetitive cycles – from 11.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m. – throughout the open-
ing hour. The durational dance tested the physical and mental endurance of 
the performers and, in parallel, evinced the affective labour of animals and 
human actors trapped in zoos and theme parks for the unending entertain-
ment of visitors. A television was installed next to the dancers with a live 
video of a figure wriggling in similar gestures within a domestic interior space; 
this figure was artist Eisa Jocson performing in Manila in her private abode 
via the virtual platform Zoom. The television, in disguise of a moving image 
display, concealed a hidden webcam that captured the reactions of onlookers 
as they gazed at the screen. The live performance often caught the audience 
off guard when Jocson interacted with them with a ‘Hi!’ and solid handwaving. 
Not realizing the television as a video conferencing display, audiences were 
often intrigued with dubious reactions and forced into interaction. Through 
the hidden webcam and the Zoom video, the spectatorial gaze was reversed 
onto spectators – in the reconstitution of power dynamics – as a mutual gaze 
that was both objectifying and self-objectifying, interconnected and interde-
pendent, enthralling but also threatening to beholders.

Figure 7: Eisa Jocson, Zoo (2020), a durational performance on-site and online via a live display connected 
to Zoom. Performers: Yang Hao and Sudhee Liao. Commissioned by Tai Kwun Contemporary, 2020. 
Courtesy of Tai Kwun Contemporary. Photograph: Kwan Sheung Chi.
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The durational performance was curated in mid-May, and it was 
initially planned for the artist and dancers to perform together at Tai Kwun 
Contemporary. When it drew close to the opening date, Manila was abruptly 
locked down amid a rapid spike in COVID-19 cases, which thwarted the plan 
of sending the Manila-based artist and performers to Hong Kong (Tan 2020b: 
n.pag.). Without the artist’s physical presence, the tutorials and rehearsals 
of the durational choreography for the dancers in Hong Kong were signif-
icantly disrupted. Tan quickly made a curatorial decision after some discus-
sions with Jocson and the dancers on the possibility to stage the artwork in a 
hybrid format via technology. The durational dance routines were rehearsed 
and staged via live-streaming on digital screens for the Hong Kong team. 
However, the remote curation of the performance, as described by curator Xue 
Tan, was difficult over the planar dimension. Multiple camera devices were 
then applied for a more accurate vision of the choreography:

It was our first time doing rehearsals online. But, over Zoom, the sense 
of scale and movement is lost […] In the rehearsals, the choreography 
was taught to the Hong Kong dancers through video tutorials. We also 
needed to have three cameras surrounding our performers from different 
sides to give a multi-angle view for the artist to review the performance.

(Tan 2020b: n.pag.)

Similar to the macroscopic vision adopted by the M+ team, the combined 
screen vision offered all-round visibility crucial for rehearsals and capable of 
approximately translating the sense of movement and the orientation of body 
gestures within the space.

The hybrid format of Zoo was staged with a pair of Hong Kong dancers 
performing on-site and a live-streamed performance by dancers from Manila. 
The use of a live-streaming display was a curatorial improvisation riding on 
the pandemic context. Despite the flattened vision, the readjustment extended 
the artwork’s reflection on the problem of labour and surveillance during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The use of Zoom as a visual mediation of the dura-
tional performance not only reflected the global phenomenon of communi-
cation switching from the physical to the virtual realms, but also suggested 
the exploitive undertow of labour production. Virtual technology enabled tele-
commuting on a global scale for the first time, removing the limits of time and 
distance. However, in the global capitalist system, technological convenience 
can be wielded as a disciplinary tool to survey workers and ensure productiv-
ity. Through the spectatorial gaze on Zoom, Zoo illustrates how disciplinary 
power is capable of disrupting the divide between public and private and how 
public discipline conditions one’s domestic privacy. The curator shared that 
the Zoom platform actually allowed her to oversee the performance and the 
exhibition site at any time without being noticed: ‘Sometimes when I was in 
the office, I’d log into Zoom and I could observe the artist interacting with 
the visitors. People didn’t know I was watching’ (Tan 2020b: n.pag.). The cura-
torial practice exposed the spectatorial and surveillant gaze, echoing Michel 
Foucault’s concept of omnipresent ‘power’ that disciplines society and rein-
forces systems. Foucault stated that ‘power is everywhere’ and ‘comes from 
everywhere’ (1978: 93), traversing social space and permeating social discourse 
in various forms to control behaviours (1995: 129–30). Once beholders real-
ized they were also under observation through the live cameras and invited 
to interact with performers, the spectatorial gaze was reconstructed into a 
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mutual gaze. The power dynamics between the two parties thus shifted into 
a push-and-pull relationship that compelled each party to act, react and 
interact according to social codes. The mutual gaze developed – from Zoo to 
Zoom – through the use of online communication alludes to how discipli-
nary power capitalizes on docile bodies to survey and demand, (self-)evaluate 
and (self-)regulate to maintain the stability of the system in the teleworking 
environment.

Active reconfiguration

Two months after the exhibition opened, a new wave of COVID-19 infections 
ran rampant in Hong Kong, which resulted in a two-month closure of the 
exhibition from July to September and the institution of tightened regulations 
on gathering. After the measures were alleviated in early September, the exhi-
bition reopened to audiences with a significant change in the performance. 
The gallery no longer had performers roaming around. Just as one lamented 
the performance’s brief life, a black-clad performer reappeared and peeped 
stealthily from a wall opening at the other end of the hall. Sealed off by a glass 
panel, the opening showed another site-specific artwork, . pullherawaypull. 
(2020) by artist Thea Djordjadze. In a language of reduction, Djordjadze 
removed a section of the cavity wall of the gallery and exposed the original 
architectural interior with barred windows, revealing the historical façade of 
the prison that the Tai Kwun Contemporary building used to house. The wall 
opening connected to an outdoor view and introduced ambient sounds and 
natural lighting, modifying the atmosphere of the white-cube interior with a 
flow of temporal dynamism. Behind the glass partition, a Zoo performer was 
stationed in a narrow corridor, isolated from the audience in an ambiguous 
alcove aquarium space excavated by Djordjadze. The curatorial reconfiguration 

Figure 8: A screen-captured image of a visitor interacting with the Zoo performer, Bunny Cadag, on Zoom 
live-streaming from Manila, 2020. Courtesy of Eisa Jocson.
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of the display commingled the conceptual agency of both artworks and 
ensured their relevance to the pandemic by forging site-specific connec-
tions to – what Miwon Kwon analysed as the three paradigms – the institu-
tional, phenomenological and discursive sites of the space, the exhibition and 
the context.

The reconfiguration was a curatorial response to the institutional restric-
tions imposed because of the pandemic, redirecting visitors’ focus onto the 
institutional system in Hong Kong as a specific site affecting the exhibition 
of artworks. Addressing the institutional site, in Kwon’s understanding, chal-
lenges the institutional framework and politics regarding the presentation of 
art as a form of institutional critique with specific historical, social and cultural 
dimensions (2002: 19, 24). When the emergency restrictions were lifted in 
September, Tai Kwun Contemporary was allowed to reopen but had to abide 
by more stringent regulations to ensure minimal contact between people. 
Any ‘live performance’ for entertainment in a public space was forbidden at 
the time (Tan 2020a: n.pag.). Although the ban was primarily aimed at thea-
tre performances and live concerts with fixed audience seating and high risk 
of close contact, the vague specifications of what constituted a ‘live perfor-
mance’ did not distinguish between performance types and suppressed all 
physical performance activities, including performance art in art spaces where 
visitors can freely walk through and can be distanced. While the exhibition 
had permission to reopen, a conundrum arose regarding how to manage 

Figure 9: The Zoo performance was reconfigured inside .pullherawaypull. after the reopening of the 
exhibition in early September. Thea Djordjadze, .pullherawaypull. (2020) (Wall opening). Steel, fire-
tempered glass, 600 × 240 × 121 cm. Commissioned by Tai Kwun Contemporary, 2020. Courtesy of Tai 
Kwun Contemporary. Photograph: Kwan Sheung Chi.
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the physical performance. Faced with institutional restrictions, the curator 
weighed on the consequences and held numerous discussions with artists 
on possible responses. Instead of renouncing the performance, Tan and the 
artists designed an alternative complementing their knowledge of the exhi-
bition space, artworks’ compatibility and the performers’ adaptability, recon-
figuring the Zoo performance behind Djordjadze’s installation. She explained, 
‘[i] t is our job as a curator to always find the best way to present the artwork, 
not to give up too early and too easily […] That’s why we found the loop-
hole and worked around the regulation’ (Tan 2020b: n.pag.). Tan experimented 
with the reconfiguration in a fire escape as a realm beyond the ‘official’ space 
for public exhibition to circumvent the institutional restrictions (Tan 2020a: 
n.pag.). The fire escape presented an ambivalent middle ground defined by 
Djordjadze’s installation, which sat between the public exhibition site and 
the hidden historical site of the Tai Kwun Contemporary. By playing with this 
liminal space, the reconfiguration bypassed the government’s institutional 
limitations as well as shifted attention onto the systematic problems of ambig-
uous categorizations and governance over different forms of cultural creativity 
amid the pandemic. Instead of withdrawing Zoo entirely, Tan’s reconfigura-
tion – which explored the systematic loopholes – anchored the performance in 
the institutional site and interrogated the politics and contingencies impact-
ing art displays during the pandemic. Tan’s reconfiguration thus adopted an 
alternative curatorial approach to work with and work against the grain of the 
institutional art system in Hong Kong.

Multiple sites of the white-cube gallery were activated and engaged in 
response to the pandemic and institutional measures. The reconfigured posi-
tions of the artworks engaged with phenomenological site-specificity by 
posing a challenge to the very space they occupied – the white cube. According 
to Kwon, phenomenological engagement concerns the physical attributes 
of space and challenges its ‘innocent’ disguise, which conceals a normative 
and idealist nature, particularly in the ‘neutral’ white-cube space that actively 
disassociates the art space from the outside world (Kwon 2002: 3, 13). Brian 
O’Doherty wrote a series of articles in 1976, in Artforum criticizing the ideal-
ist white-cube aesthetics and arguing that the white cube, as a ‘closed system 
of values’, subtracts the artworks from anything distracting the evaluation of 
themselves (1976: 24). The closed system thus makes the artworks untouched 
by time, and the vicissitudes of societal changes, freezing them in eternity 
(O’Doherty 1976: 25). The curatorial reconfiguration coalesced Zoo and .pull-
herawaypull. and drew attention to the grey area behind the cavity wall that 
connected the white cube with the outer world. The gallery came into contact 
with temporal flows and contextual backgrounds outside the cube, and the 
durational performance – which lasted from morning to dusk – was there-
fore accompanied by ambient sounds and changing daylight. The views of the 
outer world immersed the performance in an inter-visual narrative synthe-
sized with Djordjadze’s installation. The trapped animal-human actor often 
gazed out at the sky through the windows as though they desired a way out, 
in a metaphorical sense, from their affective labour in entertainment captivity 
or, contextually, from pandemic isolation. By activating the phenomenological 
site, the reconfigured artworks exposed the neutral disguise and broke open 
the closed system of the white cube, disrupting the temporal suspension by 
infusing a contemporary flow of time and social contexts into the exhibition, 
which was formerly frozen and disassociated by the idealist space.
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Beyond the temporal flow, the changing context of the pandemic was 
tangled up with the exhibition from the outset, and the site-specific recon-
figuration was an immediate curatorial response. The reconfigured pair of 
artworks forged a narrative reflection of the pandemic discourse. Discourse 
as a site, which Kwon described as the least material, fosters knowledge 
production and discourse accumulation and often engages with social issues 
(Kwon 2002: 26, 28–29). As both phenomenological and institutional sites 
opened up temporal and contextual ruptures in the white cube, the reconfig-
ured artworks were immersed within a social background and embodied an 
inter-visual narrative that resonated with the development of the pandemic. 
For audiences who visited the exhibition before and after the hiatus, the 
reconfiguration rekindled their spectatorial memories and conjured a 
visual comparison similar to an inter-visual theatre. From roaming freely 
in the open space to being trapped in the confinement of . pullherawaypull., 
the  human-animal actor in Zoo appeared somewhat dispirited and lethar-
gic with their movements unduly restrained, analogous to animals caged 
in enclosures and to humans confined in the ‘domestic captivity’ of isolated 
pandemic life. The reconfiguration embodied and evoked a global narrative 
of the pandemic’s evolution, from social distancing to self-isolation and even 
lockdown, thereby reproducing a scene or an experience that was poignantly 
shared by many. The reconfigured narratives of Zoo and .pullherawaypull. 
activated the discursive site by re-anchoring the artworks as immediate and 
relevant responses to volatile and changing pandemic contexts. The recon-
figuration, through a change of display, lent the exhibition immediacy and 
hinged on the conditions of the exhibition space, the institutional system 
and eventually reflected on the evolution of the pandemic as a discursive 
contribution.

Reconfiguring exhibition interrelationships

Minimal objects redirected consciousness back upon itself and the 
real-world conditions which ground consciousness. The coordinates of 
perception were established as existing not only between the spectator 
and the work but among spectator, artwork, and the place inhabited by 
both […] Whatever relationship was now to be perceived was contin-
gent upon the viewer’s temporal movement in the space shared with 
the object. Thus, the work belonged to its site; if its site were to change, 
so would the interrelationship of object, context, and viewer.

(Crimp 1993: 154)

Douglas Crimp, who took minimalist art as a point of departure, noted that the 
interpretation of art is contingent on the ‘interrelationship’ between the view-
er’s interactions with the artworks and the sites. When the display is reconfig-
ured, both the narratives and spectatorship in the exhibition are reconstituted, 
with audiences re-situated in an ‘interrelationship’ reshaped and reconnected 
by ongoing spectatorial participation in the artworks and their modified 
sites and contexts. The coalescence of Zoo and .pullherawaypull. reproduced 
a mediated and dematerialized mode of interactions that prevailed under 
social distancing measures in COVID-19 outbreaks, engaging with pandemic 
discourse as a specific site by involving the audience in the play. In the recon-
figured juxtaposition, the glass layer of Djordjadze’s installation separated 
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beholders from the Zoo performer. The multi-perspective view of the perfor-
mance was thereby reduced to a single perspective in which the volumetric 
figure of the dancer was flattened into a two-dimensional image behind the 
glass, minimizing the viewing experience to a planar vision:

It was an experimental idea […] Compared with the performance in the 
space before, visitors felt more comfortable and less intimidated with 
a two-dimensional image […] They were not shy anymore and even 
dared to sit down as if they were watching a movie on a screen.

(Tan 2020b: n.pag.)

Reconfiguration is ‘experimental’ because it does not simply reposition 
artworks, but it also enables curators to alter art interactions and construct 
a complex interrelationship between audiences, artworks and the exhibition 
sites and contexts.

Situating the Zoo performance inside Djordjadze’s installation – with the 
glass as a partition and the wall opening a visual frame – restrained and flat-
tened the movement of Zoo performers inside the alcove, which served as 
an ideal spectacle for the spectatorial gaze. Compared with the performance 
before the reconfiguration, this reconfigured act behind the glass barrier 
became less lively and less confrontational. Tan shared an article from Claire 
Bishop on curating the viewing experience in performances with screens 
as a visual mediation. Bishop argued that such performing practices follow 
a ‘ digital logic’ that proffers a mediated vision similar to a touchscreen or a 
digital interface (2018: 34–35). Djordjadze’s glass partition functions as a 
mediating apparatus evoking ‘virtual spectatorship’ and appealing to the audi-
ence’s digital experience as though they were ‘watching a live performance 
on a screen’ or, as Tan described, ‘a movie on a screen’ (Bishop 2018: 35). The 
live performance was therefore compressed into a moving image, deprived of 
physical contiguity and performative agency, and it thus reaffirmed the domi-
nant power of the spectatorial gaze, which could pleasantly enjoy the ‘trapped’ 
performance from their comfortable ‘auditorium’. Through Djordjadze’s glass 
screen, the reconfigured Zoo performance simulated a digital vision and enrap-
tured the spectatorial gaze through a dematerialized interaction analogous 
to the rapid substitution of physicality with virtuality during the pandemic. 
The curatorial reconfiguration minimized Zoo’s interactions with visitors, yet 
it also ruptured inter-relational agency by making a timely reflection on the 
prevailing digital experience and dematerialized discourse resulting from 
the COVID-19 pandemic. The reconfiguration engaged with the evolving 
pandemic discourse as a specific site to explore the inter-relational transition 
of the embodied spectatorial experience from physical to virtual spectatorship. 
By first curating artworks and then spectatorial interactions, the multipronged 
curatorial approach of reconfiguration enables audiences, artworks and exhi-
bitions to incisively respond and (re)connect to ever-changing discursive sites 
and social contexts.

Reconfiguration as a curatorial practice that reshapes the interrelation-
ships between audiences, artworks and art exhibitions in accordance with 
the contextual vagaries arising imbues exhibitions with a sense of contem-
poraneity. Terry Smith maintained that contemporary curating should prior-
itize enabling viewers to experience contemporality in an exhibition, in which 
multiple temporalities can be produced, coexist or displayed (2012: 30–31). 
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Reconfiguration draws on immediacy and responsiveness as strategies to 
realize an ‘exhibition in progress’ wherein the art curation continuously alters 
and proposes contemporaneity with a time-based quality. The ‘exhibition in 
progress’ model was conceptualized by Swiss curator Hans Ulrich Obrist in 
the 1990s in the exhibitions Hotel Carlton Palace: Chambre 763 (1993); Do  It 
(1994–present) and Cities on the Move (1997–2000), co-curated with Hou 
Hanru. ‘Exhibition in progress’ is an open model that actively (re)constructs 
interpretations and contexts of artworks with conditions marked of the locale 
(Obrist 2004: 11). It enables exhibitions to build a relationship with their 
locations and to constantly change with local conditions, ‘enhanc[ing] differ-
ences and complexity, and propos[ing] a different model of thinking about 
time’ (Obrist 2014: 20–21). For Obrist, time is not static but ‘in progress’ in 
a contemporary exhibition, which ‘should express connective possibilities 
and make propositions […] with its striking quality of unfinishedness and 
incompleteness [to] trigger pars pro toto participation’ (2001: 128–29, original 
emphasis). Tan paid close attention to the pandemic’s progress and actively 
responded with a varied but meaningful set of exhibition configurations before 
and after the exhibition’s closure. Her reconfiguration enabled the artworks 
to (re)connect with the developing contexts and propose contemporaneity by 
situating different moments of spectatorial encounter as the pars evocative of 
multiple temporal contexts – the audience’s memory of the artworks, the exhi-
bition’s development and, more broadly, the pandemic’s evolution – that were 
co-produced and co-existed in toto in the exhibition space. The reconfiguration 
of Zoo and .pullherawaypull. forged site-specific interrelationships between the 
audience, artworks, exhibition space and the context of the pandemic, open-
ing dialogues that responded to the artwork/exhibition’s agency, architectural 
history, institutional measures and pandemic discourse. In so doing, the exhi-
bition did not freeze itself in an atemporal and anachronic white cube but 

Figure 10: Zoo’s viewing experience after the reconfiguration, with a glass partition between the performer 
and audience, 2020. Courtesy of the author.
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instead occurred in the time and context of – ‘in progress’ with – the local and 
global conditions.

RECONFIGURING ‘CURATOR-AS-ARTIST’

These case studies, one during the installation phase and another the exhi-
bition, stage the process of curating and displaying site-specific artworks in 
Hong Kong during the COVID-19 pandemic with contingencies of travel 
and government restrictions. The curators demonstrated their flexibility and 
resilience in working with artists and participants in circumstances of autho-
rial absence and institutional intervention, with curatorial experiments that 
facilitated remote collaboration and display reconfiguration. The curators 
addressed unforeseen and contingent circumstances by forging points of 
site-specific connections in the artworks. Negotiated Differences was installed 
with the discursive connections – afterwards materialized as phenomeno-
logical – developed from a remote collaboration between taskforce partici-
pants in the virtual and physical spaces, while Zoo was (re)configured using 
the three paradigmatic connections of site-specificity hinged and rehinged on 
the constantly changing conditions of the pandemic both locally and world-
wide. These immediate connections became the agential anchors grounding 
the artworks within a changing social context and rendering them relevant in 
the pandemic turbulence. To forge such connections in the physical absence of 
the artists, the curators on-site occupied dual roles as both the curators and 
deputy ‘artists’, actively translating and materializing the artistic values on the 
artists’ behalf and ensuring the relevancy of the artworks to the spatial, social 
or contextual conditions.

Caught within the pandemic, the curators extended their curatorial roles 
through a remote and collaborative process to co-produce the artworks 
despite the artists’ physical absence. Their dual roles shed light on the conten-
tious position of the ‘curator-as-artist’ that came to also encompass the idea 
of collaboration. The ‘curator-as-artist’, a term coined in 1987 by Jonathan 
Watkins in Art Monthly, assigns artistic authorship to the curator and consid-
ers the curated exhibition as a form of art composed of artworks and the 
gallery environment – from the lighting and labels to the placement of the 
artworks (as ‘readymades’) – under the curator’s manipulation (1987: 27). 
Watkins’s framing gives curatorship authorial precedence over the artist in 
exhibition-making, in which criticality conveys through the curatorial deci-
sion and selection of ‘readymade’ artworks. Watkins’s stance reflects a grow-
ing perception in the late 1980s of curatorship as an ‘administrative, caring 
and mediating activity (shifting) towards […] a creative activity’, which gradu-
ally led to curatorial ascendency and professionalization in the 1990s (O’Neill 
2007: 13–16, 21). Moreover, the ‘curator-as-artist’ reflects an undercurrent that 
pits the curator against the artist in a relationship of hierarchical opposition, 
which has since become an important topic of debate (O’Neill 2007: 21–24, 
2012: 122–28). Diverging from this hierarchical and oppositional construct, 
the two case studies adopt a collaborative curatorial rhetoric in which exhibi-
tions take shape through dialogical interchanges between curators and artists 
and transform into ‘a space for constant renegotiation between those involved’ 
(O’Neill 2012:  116). This collaborative curation develops ‘joint-positioning 
strategies’ through which the ‘artist and curator become collaborators […] 
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[b] oth are involved as cultural producers in signifying processes’, thus, gradu-
ally dissolving the curatorial hierarchy (Richter 2013: 55–56).

Both exhibitions emphasized exchanges between the curator and artist as 
collaborators co-developing the agency of the artwork and exhibition. Their 
approaches align with the collaborative and dialogical model of exhibition-
making wherein the curator ‘work[s]  together with the artist (and patron 
and audience) on the aesthetic process of making, exhibiting and speaking 
on behalf of works of art’ (Cook 2003: 174; O’Neill 2012: 128–29). Through 
discussions of the artwork’s composition and curatorial juxtapositions, cura-
tors and artists share authorship and control over the processes of exhibition 
and art co-production, thereby establishing co-dependent interrelationships 
that reconstitute Watkins’s concept of the ‘curator-as-artist’. As Tan explained, 
‘I don’t believe in the hierarchy between curators and artists; it’s like a conver-
sation in which I work with the artist to produce their works, and they’d also 
respond to my concepts’ (Tan 2020b: n.pag.). Rather than polarizing exhibi-
tion- and art-making, Tan considers both as components in a ‘conversa-
tion’ that permits the co-development of the artwork/exhibition through 
co-production between the curator and artist. The dialogical exchanges culti-
vate an interconnected state between curators and artists with a shared vision 
and complementary understanding. Especially during the forced separation of 
the pandemic, where the artist may have been unaware of on-site conditions, 
the curator played a crucial role in ensuring the connection between the artist 
and the site by addressing the artist’s needs and actualizing their ideas. Li 
stated, ‘[t]he curators were our eyes on the ground, so we relied on them […] 
to achieve what we intended spatially for the work’ (Li 2021: n.pag.). Curators, 
therefore, become the artist’s ‘eyes’ – with a shared vision and complemen-
tary mind – to reflect the information the artists shall necessarily perceive 
and discern what they respond and envision, facilitating co-production with 
their interrelationship co-dependent on dialogical exchanges. In Negotiated 
Differences, the curators developed a vision and understanding ‘as the artist’ 
through dialogical interchanges during the aesthetic co-production in the 
taskforce: ‘one of my roles was to translate between the artist and the task-
force participants […] and also to make sure the art concepts were understood 
and realised in the process’ (Chow 2020: n.pag.). In Zoo, the close communica-
tion between the curator and artists on the changing contexts implemented 
the idea of display reconfiguration. The reconfigured decision complemented 
Tan’s knowledge of the exhibition sites and Jocson’s (and dancers’) adapt-
ability in staging the performance across various platforms, enabling the 
reconfigured decision that deepened the artwork’s performative agency. The 
co-production of the exhibition and artworks was mutually influenced and 
developed through collaborative negotiation instead of through top-down 
curatorial decisions over the ‘readymade’ artworks. Their curatorial practices 
shed light on the role of the ‘curator-as-artist’ by refocusing Watkins’s over-
riding hierarchy on the interrelationship between curators and artists during 
their co-production. The role of the ‘curator-as-artist’ was thus repositioned 
as collaborative, with curators embodying the vision and understanding of 
the artist – acting as their ‘eyes’ – to interpret contextual conditions and offer 
solutions, complementing co-production through collaborative and dialogical 
interchanges to materialize the artworks and exhibitions.
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CONCLUSION

Despite the pandemic, the curators in the two case studies collaborated closely 
with artists abroad and juggled curation and creation in exhibition-making, 
thus facilitating the production of the commissioned artworks and main-
taining their critical relevance to the changing social contexts through novel 
curatorial experiments. The conceptual framework of Negotiated Differences 
was realized through the taskforce workgroup, which functioned as a collec-
tive curatorial mediation that enabled collaboration across distance and time. 
The collective agency created via remote collaboration developed dialogical 
and discursive connections between taskforce participants online and on-site, 
stimulating improvisational and negotiated interchanges that informed the 
site-specific structures and addressed the pandemic-imposed conditions of 
authorial absence. In Zoo, the display reconfiguration was enabled via the 
curator and artists’ complementary knowledge of the exhibition conditions, 
the performance’s adaptability and the artworks’ compatibility. The recon-
figured curation amplified the critical qualities of the performance through 
immediate connections (re-)hinged on evolving pandemic and institutional 
exigencies during the exhibition period. Based on original interviews with 
the curators and materials relating to the curating process, these two case 
studies from Hong Kong illustrate the conditions and challenges of curating 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysed curatorial practices addressed 
the pandemic contingencies and introduced a collaborative and dialogical 
approach to artwork and exhibition co-production. The curators worked with 
the artists as collaborators, embodying and enacting the artists’ visions as ‘cura-
tors-as-artists’ and guiding the remote art/exhibition co-production in relation 
to the pandemic context. The forced separation and institutional restrictions 
caused by COVID-19 outbreaks gave rise to both an urgency and an oppor-
tunity for curators to deepen collaboration and engage in more experimental 
co-production with artists. The co-dependent interrelationship between cura-
tors and artists united their knowledge and practices, driving a more collabo-
rative and dialogical perspective on art/exhibition-making that complements 
and facilitates critical and creative co-curation and co- production in time, in 
context and in collaboration.

GLOSSARY

Chengshouzhe zishen de zitai (My Body Holds Its Shape) 《承受着自身的姿态》
Daguan dangdai meishuguan (Tai Kwun Contemporary) 大馆当代美术馆
Dongwuyuan (2020) (Zoo [2020]) 动物园 (2020)
Hou Hanru 侯瀚如 (b.1963)
Li Qimin (Christina Li) 李绮敏
M+ Zhanting (M+ Pavilion) M+ 展亭
Xie Shuni (Shirley Tse) 谢淑妮 (b.1968) 
Xie Shuni yu shizhe yu shi (Shirley Tse: Stakes and Holders) 《谢淑妮：与事者与事》
Xue Tan 谭雪
Yuanduan hezuo (Remote Collaboration) 远端合作
Zhanpin chongzu (Display Reconfiguration) 展品重组
Zhou Wanyun (Olivia Chow) 周宛昀
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